
 
COMPANY PROFILE

We use this company profile as the basis for an introduction meeting with StartupLab INCUBA. Additionally, it is used to introduce your company to external partners with 

agreements to support your company's development through StartupLab INCUBA, such as Connect Denmark, Startvækst and PIT-stop.

On the next page, you need to fill in a light version of the Business Model Canvas. Answer the questions the best you can at this point.

COMPANY NAME 
(Matching your CVR no.)
Under Registr      

WEB:                                       Intended tenant date: 04.02.2018

Contact person Assem Bektur-Giversen Location (Katrinebjerg, Navitas, 
Skejby)

Navitas

CVR no. Year of foundation 2018

Mobile 27 89 81 61 Company form (Aps, IVS etc.) ApS

E-mail bektur.giversen@gmail.com Flex/full time Flex time

Current adress Helga Pedersens Gade 5,7,4 Number of desks 2
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THE BUSINESS
What kind of industry does the company work in?

Fashion Tech Industry

Which main product (s) or services does the company offers?

We provide unique high-value clothing from upcoming designers on one platform, as well as a community for the upcoming designers, where they can share ideas and 
exchange feedback.
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CUSTOMER VALUE

Who are your costumers?

Women between 19-35 years old. 

How do you reach your costumers? 

- through Social Media (Instagram & Facebook)
- word of mouth
- through our webpage
- search engines
- guest blogging
- blogging
- influencer marketing
- tv media

COSTS
What is the basic costs at your business?

1. COGS (Stock)
2. Business trips to Paris & Copenhagen
3. Software (Databases, programming software and licenses)

CUSTOMER VALUE

What needs/ problem do you solve for
customers?

Upcoming talented designers have a hard time making a 
living by doing what they love the most - designing clothes. 
We are giving them the opportunity to showcase and sell 
their designed clothes on our platform, and to be a part of a 
community of designers designated specifically for them to 
solve their challenges through communication, inspiration, 
knowledge. 

Our end consumers lack one place where they could get a 
big variety of unique style clothing from the upcoming 
designers from Denmark and all over the world. We will 
scout for the most amazing designers in the world and put 
their clothes in one platform for the end-consumers to buy 
and be inspired.

How do you separate yourself from your competitors?

- by creating a community for the upcoming designers
- by choosing middle price ranges (not too low or too high)
- by offering curated designers
- by offering the best experience on our platform

ACTIVITIES / RESOURCES

What do you need in order to deliver? (materials, 
staff, design tools, etc.)

- Webpage
- Developers
- Payment system
- Delivery system
- Warehouse
- Office

What basic activities does your business model require? 
(Production, maintain platform design, acquisition of latest 
knowledge, etc.)

- Platform design
- Logistics
- Designers

Do you have any key partners?

- Designers 

REVENUE
How do you earn money? Have there been any sales to customers? 

Revenue comes from two main sources: 
1. Direct sales from stock
2. 15% fee from the sale of a product



THE TEAM
How big is your team?
 
The team consists of 3 persons.

How is your background, roles and work areas divided among you?
2 Developers (Daniel & Dovydas) - Co-founders are responsible for all the technical challenges in the company: webpage, making sure that we have the most advanced 
technical solutions for our webpage. 
Assem - Idea Creator/Founder/CEO is responsible for all the rest: buying, finance, images, scouting for new designers, attending the fashion trade fairs, making the right contacts 
in the fashion industry, finding the right Executive Board, etc.
Customer Service is our common responsibility.

      NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
       What are the main challenges your company faces right now? (Max 5 – in priority)

1. Making a fully functioning webpage
2. Finding the best Logistics Strategy 
3. Finding and convincing a variety of Danish Upcoming Designers
4. Getting traffic to our platform
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MENTORING
StartupLab offers a unique mentor agreement for you. Therefore, we need some information from you:

Does the company have any board/mentor/advisers?

Not officially, but the team is always reaching out for experts and advisors that would advice us at times of doubt. Mentors and advisors are often professional experts found 
in teams social circle.

What specific kind of help do you need from a mentor?

Legal advice, business advice, logistics advice when faced with different challenges.

Do you have any preferences/wishes regarding the mentor match (experience, age, professional background etc.)? 
No.

     MOTIVATION OG FUTURE
     Why do you wish your company to be a part of the INCUBA environment? 
 
     We have visited INCUBA and talked with quite a lot of people who work there or have their companies in there, it was always a pleasant conversation. We like the     culture 
of INCUBA, where there are a lot of people trying to make a world a better place and we are sure that we would fit into the culture rightaway, we have met with founders of most 
of the companies in INCUBA already.

     What value do you feel your company adds to the INCUBA environment? (Ex. Specific network events, know-how, market relations etc.) 
 
     We have a team of experts in different fields. Our developers are very experienced and are experts at Javascript based technologies when mostly in Denmark, as we’ve 
noticed, .NET is the most popular, therefore INCUBA will have JavaScript fullstack experts in the house available to advice and help. Our CEO has great experience in clothing 
industry and can advice a lot about it, also our CEO knows Danish, so we are the company that can handle living in the Danish environment, but also we have international roots 
in the company, which is a great advantage, because we will add to an international environment of INCUBA.

     How many days a week is the company expected to be present in StartupLab? 
 
     About 3 days a week when the full team is present in the office, but separately developer expects to come at least 4 days a week.
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      GROWTH AMBITION
       What are the overall plans for the company in the short term (<1 year): 

               600.000 DKK

Are there any plans prepared for realizing the growth?  (Y/N or in process): 

          Y, we bought the stock for March-July months and planned another Buying in March for August-December 2018.

Is there a need for external capital to realize your plans of growth? (Y / N): 

          No, we have invested our own capital.  

How will you describe the company’s plans for internationalization? (if any): 

The model is built on a scalable operating model, which provides opportunities for testing international markets relatively quick.
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